
In 1988 the Treasurer of the Bristol Revunions emptied the comedy
troupe’s bank account and fled to Paraguay, leaving the society
bankrupt and forcing the group to disband. Ten years after the
society reformed the Bristol Revunions are back

The Bristol Revunions return to the Edinburgh Festival Fringe for their tenth
year since the society was re-started in 2008. Seeking justice through comedy,
Bristol Revunions present: Paraguay is a culmination of a year’s worth of
work, written by the cast and various other members of the society throughout
the year and performed in many different shows. The show will feature a number
of sketches and be framed around the story of the society’s dissolution many
years ago. The show features five performers, four of whom are seasoned Fringe
and comedy performers. Bristol Revunions present: Paraguay is sure to be
a hilarious show that showcases the strength of the resurrected Revunions.

‘A first class example of what a student sketch comedy show can be’
Broadway Baby
‘A masterclass in student sketch comedy’ ★★★★ Clogs Comedy

www.bristolrevunions.com

Notes to Editors

Jack Butler has performed in two different shows over the same month at the Fringe; the
Bristol Revunions show Walnut, and with the Bristol University Improv Society. He
has also been part of the largest student-run charity event of the year, Fuze, performing
to hundreds of people; an experience he repeated as part of multiple collaboration
performances with the Cambridge Footlights at the Cambridge Arts Theatre in 2017 and
2018.

James Trickey is a seasoned performer of both improv and sketch comedy, and is a Fringe
veteran, having spent the full month in 2017 performing with the Bristol Revunions
show Glass. He has also recently won Portsmouth Young Comedian of the Year and
has just progressed to the Chortle Student Comedy Award semi-final.

Eleanor Harris has been performing drama and comedy for several years and has been a
part of many acclaimed productions in Bristol, as well having performed at the fringe with
the Bristol Revunions in Walnut last year. She has also performed two years running in
our show with the Cambridge Footlights with Jack Butler, as detailed above.

Ted Milligan has been performing sketch comedy and improv for many years and has in
total performed at the Fringe in six different shows, including four different sketch shows,
across the past four years. He also performs stand-up across the South West Circuit.

Recent Alumni include: Mat Ewins, Charlotte Ritchie, Jamie Demetriou
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ten word blurb
The Revunions tell the story of their own treasurer absconding to Paraguay.

twenty word blurb
The Revunions tell the story of their own treasurer absconding to Paraguay,
leaving them bankrupt, with trademark irreverent humour.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
1988: bankruptcy struck as the treasurer absconded to Paraguay disbanding
the society. A decade post-resurrection, the Revunions return for their 10th
year at the Fringe to tell this foul tale of betrayal with trademark irreverent
humour.
fringe web blurb
In 1988 the treasurer of the Bristol Revunions emptied the comedy troupe’s
bank account and fled to Paraguay, leaving the society bankrupt and forcing
the group to disband. Ten years after the society reformed, the Bristol
Revunions are back at the Fringe to seek justice through comedy and tell this
story. 'A first class example of what a student sketch comedy show can be'
(BroadwayBaby.com). ‘A comedy force to be reckoned with’ *****
(ClogsComedy.Wordpress.com).

author
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show website
company website

22:00
advertised start time

Listings Information
Venue               C aquila, , venue 21
Dates               2-27 Aug (not 14)
Time 22:00 (0hr45)
Ticket prices £7.50-£9.50 / concessions £5.50-£7.50 / under 18s £3.50-£5.50
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 / www.CtheFestival.com
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact Ted Milligan at
Bristol Revinions on 07432 473883 / revunions@gmail.com
or the C venues press office on 0131 581 5550 / press@cvenues.com
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In 1988 the Treasurer of the Bristol Revunions emptied the comedy
troupe’s bank account and fled to Paraguay, leaving the society
bankrupt and forcing the group to disband. Ten years after the
society reformed the Bristol Revunions are back

The Bristol Revunions return to the Edinburgh Festival Fringe for their tenth
year since the society was re-started in 2008. Seeking justice through comedy,
Bristol Revunions present: Paraguay is a culmination of a year’s worth of
work, written by the cast and various other members of the society throughout
the year and performed in many different shows. The show will feature a number
of sketches and be framed around the story of the society’s dissolution many
years ago. The show features five performers, four of whom are seasoned Fringe
and comedy performers. Bristol Revunions present: Paraguay is sure to be
a hilarious show that showcases the strength of the resurrected Revunions.

‘A first class example of what a student sketch comedy show can be’
Broadway Baby
‘A masterclass in student sketch comedy’ ★★★★ Clogs Comedy

www.bristolrevunions.com

Notes to Editors

Jack Butler has performed in two different shows over the same month at the Fringe; the
Bristol Revunions show Walnut, and with the Bristol University Improv Society. He
has also been part of the largest student-run charity event of the year, Fuze, performing
to hundreds of people; an experience he repeated as part of multiple collaboration
performances with the Cambridge Footlights at the Cambridge Arts Theatre in 2017 and
2018.

James Trickey is a seasoned performer of both improv and sketch comedy, and is a Fringe
veteran, having spent the full month in 2017 performing with the Bristol Revunions
show Glass. He has also recently won Portsmouth Young Comedian of the Year and
has just progressed to the Chortle Student Comedy Award semi-final.

Eleanor Harris has been performing drama and comedy for several years and has been a
part of many acclaimed productions in Bristol, as well having performed at the fringe with
the Bristol Revunions in Walnut last year. She has also performed two years running in
our show with the Cambridge Footlights with Jack Butler, as detailed above.

Ted Milligan has been performing sketch comedy and improv for many years and has in
total performed at the Fringe in six different shows, including four different sketch shows,
across the past four years. He also performs stand-up across the South West Circuit.

Recent Alumni include: Mat Ewins, Charlotte Ritchie, Jamie Demetriou

From company email 2018.04.13 RBW
 Bristol Revunions present: Paraguay
In 1988 the Treasurer of the Bristol Revunions emptied the comedy troupe's
bank account and fled to Paraguay, leaving the society bankrupt and forcing
the group to disband. Ten years after the society reformed the Bristol
Revunions are back at the fringe to seek justice through comedy and tell this
story in a sketch comedy show which promises to be "a first class example of
what a student sketch comedy show can be" (Alice Moore, Broadway Baby).
“A masterclass in student sketch comedy ****” (Clogs Comedy, 2017)
The Bristol Revunions return to the Edinburgh Festival Fringe for their tenth
year since the society was re-started in 2008. This show is a culmination of a
year’s worth of work, written by the cast and various other members of the
society throughout the year and performed in many different shows. The show
will feature a number of sketches and be framed around the story of the
society’s dissolution many years ago. The show features five performers, four
of whom are seasoned Fringe and comedy performers. Jack Butler has
performed in two different shows over the same month at the Fringe; the
Bristol Revunions show ‘Walnut,’ and with the Bristol University Improv
Society. He has also been part of the largest student-run charity event of the
year, ‘Fuze,’ performing to hundreds of people; an experience he repeated as
part of multiple collaboration performances with the Cambridge Footlights at
the Cambridge Arts Theatre in 2017 and 2018. James Trickey is a seasoned
performer of both improv and sketch comedy, and is a Fringe veteran, having
spent the full month in 2017 performing with the Bristol Revunions’ show
‘Glass’. He has also recently won Portsmouth Young Comedian of the Year and
has just progressed to the Chortle Student Comedy Award semi-final. Eleanor
Harris has been performing drama and comedy for several years and has been
a part of many acclaimed productions in Bristol, as well having performed at
the fringe with the Bristol Revunions in ‘Walnut’ last year. She has also
performed two years running in our show with the Cambridge Footlights with
Jack Butler, as detailed above. Ted Milligan has been performing sketch
comedy and improv for many years and has in total performed at the Fringe in
six different shows, including four different sketch shows, across the past four
years. He also performs stand-up across the South West Circuit. The fifth
member will be auditioned next month. Bristol Revunions present: Paraguay is
sure to be a hilarious show that showcases the strength of the resurrected
Revunions.

Recent Alumni include: Mat Ewins, Charlotte Ritchie, Jamie Demetriou
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Sketch group’s triumphant return
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